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A Symplectic Structure on the Set of Einstein Metrics
A Canonical Formalism for General Relativity
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Abstract. A symplectic structure i.e. a symplectic form Γ on the set of all
solutions of the Einstein equations on a given 4-dimensional manifold is
defined. A degeneracy distribution of Γ is investigated and its connection with
an action of the diffeomorphism group is established. A multiphase formula-
tion of General Relativity is presented. A superphase space for General
Relativity is proposed.

1. Introduction

It is known that the Hamilton formulation of mechanics is an appropriate tool
for the quantization of classical systems. In the sixties this formulation was
elegantly presented in a general theory of symplectic manifolds cf. [1, 22]. A basic
concept in that approach is a 2n-dimensional manifold 0>

2n — a phase space of a
dynamical system and a non-degenerate closed 2 form y on 0>2n. The differential
form y defines a bilinear skewsymmetric form {•, •} on the vector space #~ of all
smooth functions on 0>2n. The form {•, •} is called a Poisson bracket. It defines a
Lie algebra structure on the set $F. Very often SP2n is the cotangent bundle to an
^-dimensional manifold V (a configuration space of a system). Then γ is the
canonical differential 2-form on T*V and if {cf) are local coordinates in V, (pp q

ι)
are local coordinates in 0>

2n

=T*Vthm

2y= t dptΛdq1 (1.1)
i=ί

{/i.Λ}= Σ ((dfjδpdidfjdq^-idfjdp^dfjdq1)). (1.2)
i=ί

In recent years was found a generalization of the notion of the symplectic
manifold which is useful in classical field theories [15-17, 23]. This construction
is based on a geometric theory of the calculus of variations formulated by Dedecker
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[7] cf. also [16]. It turns out that for any variational problem with a fixed boundary
in a space-time M there exists a multisymplectic manifold (<P, γ) i.e. a manifold
& with a closed 5-form y (5 = d i m M + l ) . Field equations of the theory have the
form:

(XJ5γ)\Ω = 0 (1.3)

where Ω is a 4-dimensional submanifold of 0>, X is an arbitrary vector field on Ω
tangent to & and | denotes the pull-back of the 4-form X J y to the submanifold Ω.

To see that (1.3) really generalizes the Hamilton equations of mechanics we
have to consider a homogeneous description of mechanics. Let ^ h o m be a 2 n + l
dimensional submanifold of the cotangent bundle of FxIR given by a constraint
equation H = H(pj9q\t), where t is a coordinate in 1R and — H is a coordinate
conjugate to ί. We have

?hom= tdPi^dq'-dHAdt. (1.10

If Ω is a 1-dimensional submanifold of ^ h o m given by a parametrization
Ω={(ί,p j(ί) J^

i(ί)):ίeR} then the equation ( X J yhom)|Ω = 0 is equivalent to the
system of Hamilton equations:

dqι/dt=dH/dPί, dPi/dt= - dH/dq'. (1.4)

Notion of a multiphase space was intoduced by Kijowski [17] who gave its
axiomatic definition. For Lagrangian theories a couple (&>, y) can be constructed
by means of the Legendre transformation [16, 23]. In the paper [17] a Lie algebra
#Ί O C of "local functional" has been defined. These functionate are represented
by integrals of differential 3-forms on 3-dimensional Cauchy surfaces in 0>.
Unfortunately for non-linear theories the algebra ^ l o c is too poor. It was proved
in [17] that for a non-linear scalar field λφn n>2 the algebra J Γ

l o c consists only of
the generators of the Poincare group. Similar results concerning the algebra of
"local functionals" were almost simultaneously presented by Goldschmidt and
Sternberg [16]. The theory of multiphase spaces has been investigated later by
Gawedzki [15] who has found a partial solution of that problem considering only
physical quantities (functionals) localized on a given space-like surface in the
space-time M. However this approach does not enable to compute a Poisson
bracket of two physical quantities at "different instants of time".

The essential progress in the canonical formalism was achieved recently by
Kijowski and the author in the paper [18]. In this paper has been found a natural
symplectic structure on the set of all solutions of the field equations for a given
field theory. A starting point in [18] is a given multiphase space (a multisymplectic
manifold) (^, y). In the set ffl of all solutions of the field equations (XJ y)|Ω = 0
we define a pseudodifferential structure, i.e. a pseudodifferential structure in a
subset of all 4-dimensional submanifolds of 0>. This structure, called the structure
of an "inductive differential manifold" is a generalization of the notion of an
infinite dimensional manifold. It enables to define in J f standart notions of
differential geometry as: vector fields on J>f, differential forms, commutators
of vector fields, the exterior derivative ....
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In turns out that there exists on J f a closed differential 2-form Γ (naturally
defined by γ). Using the 2-form Γ we can define a Lie algebra of physical quantities.
In general the form Γ is degenerate i.e. there exists such a vector Ye TΩ(J^) that
for every XeT{tf)

Γ(Ϋ9X) = 0. (1.5)

A degeneration of Γ imposes restrictions on the definition of physical quantities:
a physical quantity F is such a smooth functional on J f that there exists a vector
field 7 on J f such that for every vector field X on J f

dF{X)= -Γ(Ϋ, X)= - Ϋ\X). (1.6)

For instance in electo dynamics a degeneration of Γ is connected with an in variance
of the Makswell equations with respect to the gradient gauge: Aμ^>Aμ+ dμφ
and Aμ are not physical quantities but B and E are (cf. [18]).

A subspace WΩC TΩ(^f) which contains all vectors Ϋ satisfying (1.5) is called
a gauge subspace and the corresponding distribution W is called the gauge
distribution of Γ. It is involutive [18].

The gauge distribution enables us to eliminate physically irrelevant variables
of the theory. We can try to pass to the quotient space J f such that T(34?) = T(JΊ?)/W
and then we have on J f a closed nondegenerate form f.

In the present paper we apply the general theory developed in [18] to the
General Relativity. In the Section 2 we construct a multiphase space (0>, γ) such
that the Equation (1.3) is equivalent ti the system of Einstein equations:

+ dμgvσ- dσgμv)

0

The Section 3 is devoted to a brief discussion of the Cauchy problem for General
Relativity. In the Section 4 we derive an effective formula for the form Γ. If we
choose the ADMW coordinate system [3, 24] connected with a given space-like
surface σ in M we obtain a "diagonal" form of Γ in terms of the infinitesimal
translations δgijf δπιj, where gtj is a metric tensor of σ and πij is expressed by its
second fundamental form Ktj by the formula

πίj= -

The diagonal form of Γ enables to give the full discussion of a gauge distribution
of Γ. In the Section 5 we prove that the gauge distribution Wis closely related with
an invariance of the Einstein equations with respect to an action of the diffeomor-
phism group of the space-time M (coordinate transformations). If we divide the
space of states J^ by the gauge equivalency relation, we obtain a superphase
space jfe for General Relativity. This construction of the superphase space
j ^ justifies the proposition made by Fischer and Marsden in the paper [13],
where a similar object has been proposed as a superphase space for the Einstein
dynamics.

In this paper we present in a more general framework some results obtained earlier by Dirac [9],
Arnowitt-Deser-Misner [3], De Witt [8], and Fadeev [11]. It seems interesting to give a detailed
comparison of their results with ours. We hope to do it in another paper.
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2. A Multisympletic Structure of General Relativity

The purpose of this section is to construct a manifold 0> and a closed differential
5-form y on 0* such that y-singular 4 dimensional submanifolds of 0> are in a one
to one correspondence with the set of Einstein metrics on a given 4-dimensional,
smooth manifold M. Let π1:SlT*M^>M be the bundle of symmetric, 2-covariant
nondegenerate tensors (metrics) on M with a negative determinant g = detgμv.
Let π x —trG\S\T*M) be the Grassmannian bundle of πί-transversal planes
tangent to SlT*M [πx-transversality means that for veπ1-tτG*(SlT*M),
π u u φ 0 ] . If (xμ) are local coordinates in M, (xμ,gμv) are local coordinates in
SlT*M then local coordinates in ^ - t r G 4 ( S j T * M ) are (xμ,gμv,yμvλ), where
yμvλ = yvμλ. They have the following transformation properties:

gμ,v={dxηdχμ'){dxηdχv)Qμv

For purposes of General Relativity it is more convenient to introduce the bundle
of Christoffel symbols Ch (bundle of the Riemannian connection) which is iso-
morphic (as a bundle over SlT*M) to the bundle π x - t r G4(5jΓ*M). If local
coordinates in Ch are (xμ, gμv,Γμv) with a coordinate transformation law:

^ μ 7 ^ μ ' ^ v ' ) ( ^ / l 7 & σ ) (2.2)

then an isomorphism between Ch and π1 - t r G 4 ( 5 ^ T * M ) is given by the formulas:

Γλ =iaλσh +v —y )
μv 2 a \t μσv ' ϊvσμ I μvσ/ ,^ r>\

Ίμvλ — gμσΓvλ + QvσΓ^λ '

We define 0>=Ch and

ω = gaβ]/r^gdx°Λ...ΛdΓτ

aβΛ...Λdx3

τ

+ -gaτ]/^gdx°Λ ... ΛdΓβ

aβΛ ... Λdx3

τ

+ - (gVQ(Kr^ - Γμ

μΓvρ) + 2λ)]/r^gdx° Λ ^ Λ ^ Λ ώ 3 (2.4)

(λ is a real constant).

Proposition 1. The Formula (2.4) defines a 4-form on 0>.

Proof. We have to check that (2.4) is covariant with respect to the coordinate
transformations (2.1) and (2.2).
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Definition. y = dω.

y=(- (/Wv+JVΌ+%r^°δi+rβ Qgβ^)+g*»rlβ)
- γ^gdΓλ

μx A dx° A dx1 A dx2 A dx3

+ (i(gaμgβv+g«vgβμm - WμgβQδ\ + gavgβρδμ

λ + gaQgβμδ\+gaρgβvδ»λ))

• ]/—gdΓμv A dx° Λ ... Λ dgaβ Λ ... Λ <ix3

' VV1 τv1 μρ i τμ-* vρ)^ ^ 2 ^ τv i μρ ~~ i τμ i vρj^ ^ ~ Ag )

A dx° A dx1
 A dx2

 A dx3. (2.5)

Proposition 2. y is locally an exterior derivarίve of a form ψ i.e. γ = dψ locally where :

ψ = (g«τgβξΠτξ - UgaτgβρΓε

τε+g«ρgβτrτε) - ±g«βgτξΠξ+kgaβgτQΓ%)

• ]/—gdx° Λ ... Λ dgaβ Λ ...

- (gvρ(ΓϊvΓμρ - ΓτμrvQ) + 2 λ ) l / ^ d x ° Adx1Adx2Adx3. (2.6)

The expression (2.6) is not covariant and therefore ψ is determined only locally
(in one coordinate chart). Formally (2.6) can be obtained by a general procedure
from a Lagrangian function if (cf. [23]). We know [2] that the formula

' ^ Vyμv? i μvJ ~ U^ τv̂  μρ 1 τμl VQM + Z / l ; ( / ^ \Δ'')

locally gives a non-covariant lagrangian density for Einstein equations. Hence
(locally)

ψ = £ (<9if/φμv> A)dx° Λ ... Λ rfgfμv Λ ... Λ dx3

- / X (dJ?/dgμv,λ)gμv,λ-J?)dx°A...Adx3 (2.8)
\μ^v /

cf. [23] the formula 4.27.
Let φ'.M^g? be a global section of the bundle π ^ ^ M such that Ω = φ(M)

is a 4-dimensional embedded submanifold of 0*. Let X be a π-vertical vector
field tangent to ^ and defined on Ω (a vector field on Ω). We say (cf. [17]) that Ω
is y-singular if for every such X\

0 (2.9)

In local coordinates we have

φ(xλ) = {(x\ gμv{xλ\ Γμv(xλ))} (2.10)

X= Σ QaP3/3gΛβ+ Σ fίv3/δΓjv (2.11)
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and the Equation (2.9) is equivalent to:

dμgvσ- dσgμv), (2.12)

μ μ μ v = o ( 2 1 3 )

where

^μv = #μαv R = 9* VRμv

Rβ =d Γβ -d Γβ +Γβ Γ -Γβ Γ
A V μ α v ^ α x μv ^v1 μα ' 2 τax μv x τv 1 μα *

In this way we have a one to one correspondence between y-singular 4-di-
mensional submanifolds of & and solutions of the Einstein equations (2.12), (2.13).
This correspondence gives us a multisymplectic structure of General Relativity
cf. [17]. The Proposition 2 and the Formula (2.8) give a connection between the
multisymplectic description and the classical lagrangian formulation of General
Relativity. However this connection is not exactly the same as in lagrangian
theories (cf. [23]), the form ψ is not determined globally.

The couple (&>, y) will be a starting point of our further considerations, y-
singular submanifolds of 3P form a prephase space (space of states in the terminolo-
gy of [18]) J f for General Relativity. It turns out that the space j f is too large.
In the sequel sections we show that #£ should be divided by an equivalency relation.

3. The Cauchy Problem and the ADMW Coordinates in General Relativity

In this section we discuss briefly the initial problem for the Einstein equations.
Main results in that direction have been obtained by Lichnerowicz [20], Choquet-
Bruhat [5], Choquet-Bruhat and Geroch [6], Fischer and Marsden [13, 14].
It turns out that an appropriate choice of coordinates in the space & is very
important for a discussion of the problem. It has been shown by Arnowitt -Deser
-Misner and Wheeler [3, 24] that a 3 + 1 decomposition of geometrical objects
connected with a given space-like surface σ in M provides an elegant description
of the Cauchy problem. A profound discussion of the ADMW coordinates has
been recently done by Fischer and Marsden [13]. We shall describe briefly those
coordinates.

Let (gμv) be a metric tensor on M having a signature ( —, + , + , +). Let σ be
a 3-dimensional surface in M which is space-like. We assume that there exists a
neighbourhood Θ of σ in M and local coordinates (x°5 x1, x2, x3) in Θ having the
transformation properties:

χ 0 ' = X ° '( X °, χk) X

s ' = Xs'(χfc) χ0'(0, χkj = Q

(3x°7cbc°)(O,xfc) = l and σ = { x : x ° = 0 } . ( 3 > 1 )

Because σ is space-like the 3 x 3 tensor gtj is positively defined and has a positively
defined inverse tensor $K It is easy to prove that g o o < 0 and we can define:

Nk = gOkl Nk = gksNs. (3.2)
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It follows by (3.1) that N is a scalar function on σ and that Nk, Nk are components
of a vector (covector) field on σ. We call N a lapse function and Nk a shift vector
(cf. [24]). We have formulas:

(3.3)

, where g = detgμv, g = άzigir (3.4)

The second fundamental form of σ is defined by (cf. [19]):

Kij= -9jμ^nμ (3.5)

where nμ — (\, —Nk)N~ί is a unit normal vector to σ. Let

Γΐj = $gka(djgia+digja-dagij)

then

Γk =Γk -NkΓ°
1 rs λ rs i y λ rs

Γ*o = N2gkpΓ% + VrN
k - NkNpΓ?p -Nk-N~1drN

Γλ

pλ=dpN/N+Γps

 ( 1 6 )

and

dogij=ViNj+VjNi + 2N^}

where Vr is the co variant derivative with respect to the affinity Γk

r By (3.5) and (3.6)
we have

KtJ=-NΓfj (3.8)

Let

π« = - 1/^(KM - gpqKrsnϋpi9qi (3.9)

then

V ^ 0 ^ (3.10)

) > where ttπ = giJπ" (3.11)

Now we shall express the Einstein equations in terms of gi}, πιj, Nk, N. It is known
[2] that the system of the Einstein equations

μ = 0 (3.12)

is equivalent to the system:

Rts = λgb, (3.13a)

G° = 0. (3.13b)

The Einstein tensor Gμv satisfies always the contracted Bianchi identities

VvG;=0 (3.14)
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It follows by (3.14) that the system (3.13) is equivalent to the system:

Rks
 = ^Qks > (3.15a)

G > = 0. (3.15b)

In local coordinates of the type (3.1) G° does not depend on g0Vj0, g^oo Therefore
G° on σ depends only on gip πιj, Nki N and their spatial derivatives. In this way
the system (3.15) consists of 6 dynamical Equations (3.15a) and four conditions
(3.15b) on initial data.

In the ADMW coordinates the system (3.15) reads (cf. [3]):

doπ
ij = - N]/^{Rij - cfJR) - 2Ng~ι /2 (π[πqj - \ tr π πij)

•giiVsVsN)+VίlN
uπiJ)

>- VsN
jπsί - 2λN]/ϊjgij, (3.16a)

ψ.τιιj = O o n σ , (3.16b')

R-2λ-g-1{πpqπ
pq-^(trπ)2) = 0 onσ. (3.16b")

If we choose gtj and πij on σ such that the Equations (3.16b) are satisfied, we can
look for a solution of (3.16a) with those initial values. However the Equations
(3.16a) do not contain time derivatives of Nk, N and therefore Nk, N have to be
chosen arbitrary not only on σ but also beyond it. If Nk, N are chosen in a neigh-
bourhood of σ in M then there exists a unique solution of (3.16a) satisfying the
Cauchy data gip πij on σ. For details see [5, 6, 13, 14, 20].

4. A Symplectic Structure of the Set of Einstein Metrics

Let λ be a real number (a cosmological constant). We consider the space of states
Jf (M, λ) (or briefly ffl) i.e. an infinite dimensional space of all y-singular sections
of the bundle π\3P^M. According to the results of the section 2 y-singular sub-
manifolds of & are in a one to one correspondence with the set of Einstein metrics
i.e. metrics fulfilling the Einstein equations

In this section we prove that the set ffl(M, λ) has a natural (pre)-symplectic
structure. At any point ΩeJf we define a vector space TΩ(J^) tangent to M" at Ω
and a bilinear skewsymmetric map Γ:TΩ(34?)x TΩ(Jf)->IR. Moreover we define
a notion of the exterior derivative of the differential 2-form Γ. It turns out that
dΓ = 0. The definition of TΩ(J4?) and Γ follows the paper [18], in which Kijowski
and the author have elaborated a general approach to any field theory with a
multisymplectic structure (^, y). We do not need a differentiable structure in the
set Jf\ This set has a natural pseudodifferential structure of so called "inductive
differential manifold". Axioms of that theory have been given in [18]. A detailed
discussion of them for General Relativity will be done in another paper. We recall
that according to [18] a vector X tangent to Jίf at Ω can be represented by a
π-vertical vector field X tangent to & and defined on Ω (a π-vertical vector field
on Ω\ which additionally satisfies some system of linear differential equations.
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If

X= Σ Sgμvd/dgμv+ Σ δΓλ

μvd/dΓλ

μv (4.1)
μζ v μ£v

then δgμv, δΓμy satisfy equations:

δΓλ

μv = δ(hgλσ(dμgvσ + δvgμσ - dσgμv))

=jgλψμδgva+Vvδgμσ-Fσδgμv) = O, (4.2a)

δ(Rμv-λgμv)= Σ {dRμJdgaP)δgals+ Σ (dRμJdraβ)δΓlβ-λδgμy=O. (4.2b)

A vector field l o n Ω satisfying (4.2) transforms infmitesimaly the solution Ω of
the Einstein equations into a solution of the Einstein equations.

Let φ be a y-singular section of π'.έP-^M which corresponds to an Einstein
metric gμv. Let σ be a 3-dimensional space-like surface in M and c = φ{σ). For any
two tangent vectors Xι,X2

 a^ Ω = φ(M) we define:

y (4.3)

where vector fields XUX2 on Ω represent the vectors X1,X2.

Remarks. 1. If σ is properly chosen a submanifold c = φ(σ)cΩ is called an admis-
sible initial surface in & (cf. [17]). We know (Sect. 3) that through such a sub-
manifold pass many solutions of the Einstein equations.

2. To provide a convergence of the integral in (4.3) we have to assume that
fields Xl9X2 have compact supports on c. Of course, one can consider X1,X2

having no compact supports on c but impose some vanishing conditions at the
"spatial infinity".

3. It has been proved in [18] that if c = φ(σ) is an admissible initial surface
then the integral in (4.3) does not depend on a particular choice of a space-like
surface σ in M.

Proposition 3. The form Γ is closed i.e. dΓ = 0.

For a definition of the operator d and a proof of the proposition see [18].
We shall now express the formula (4.3) in local coordinates of the type (3.1)

which are determined by a lapse function N on σ and a shift covector Nk on σ
(cf. [3, 13, 24]). If σ={x\x° = 0} then submanifolds σt={x:x° = t}-ε<t<ε
are also spacelike (at least in a neighbourhood of a compact subset of σ).
Therefore we can use the coordinates (N,Nk9gij9π

ij

9Mμ9 Mμk,Γ
J

ks) (where Mμ =
dμN, Mμk= dμNk) in a neighbourhood of a compact subset of c = φ(σ)C0>. A con-
nection between the coordinates {gμv,Γμv) and (N,Nk,gίpπ

ιj,Mμ,Mμk,Γ
J

ks) is
given by the formulas (3.4), (3.6), (3.7), (3.10), (3.11).

A π-vertical vector field l o n Ω representing a vector X tangent to J f at Ω
has in these coordinates a form:

d/dNk+ ΣδOijS/δgij+ £ δπijd/dπij

+δMμke/dMμk+ Σ δFLd/dΓL, (4.4)
k<s
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with conditions [cf. (3.7)]:

δMμ=dβδN, δMμk=dμδNk, (4.5)

δΓίs = jgJaC^δgsa+Vsδgka-Vaδgks) (4.6)

doδgij=δ(ViNJ+ VjNi + ilN/l/cJig^gj^-^jtvπ)). (4.7)

The equations (4.5), (4.6), (4.7) form a set of kinematical conditions. We have also a
set of dynamical conditions obtained by a linearization of the Equations (3.16):

doδπV = δ(- Nγ~g(RiJ _ gijR) _ (2N/]/g) (π jπ«' - \ tr ππ%

+ δ(}/ϊj(VίVjN-gij'PsVsN)+ Vu(Nuπίj))

+ δ( - VsN
ιπsj- VsN

jπsi - 2λNγgcfi), (4.8a)

δ(Vjπij)= Vjδπij + δΓi

ksπ
ks = 0 on σ, (4.8b')

δ(R-2λ-g~γ(πpqπ
pq-\(trπ)2) = 0 on σ . (4.8b")

Combining results of the Section 3 with the above formulas we conclude that a
vector X tangent to Jf at Ω determines 12 quantities (δrf^δg^ on c = φ(σ) (or
equivalently on σCM\ which satisfy the constraint Equations (4.8b) and 4 ar-
bitrary quantities δN, δNk given in a neighbourhood of c in Ω (or in a neighbour-
hood of σ in M). Conversely, if we have on c = φ(σ) 12 quantities (δrf^δg^
fulfilling the Equations (4.8b) and 4 arbitrary quantities δN, δNk given in a neigh-
bourhood of c in Ω, we have a uniquely determined vector field X on an open
subset of Ω. We obtain its components solving Equations (4.7), (4.8a) with the
Conditions (4.5) and (4.6). Of course, a problem arises, whether X can be extended
on the whole Ω such that (4.2) hold. This is the problem of finding of a global
solution of the linearized Einstein equations.

The following subspace of TΩ(J^) plays an important role in our considerations:

Definition. T(β>c)(jf) is a linear subspace of TΩ(jf) consisting of these ΫeTΩ(34?)
that there exists a vector field Y on Ω of the form (4.4) such that:

1. δN, δNk, (5M0, δMOk are arbitrary on c,

2. δMk=dkδN,δMsk = esδNkonc,

3. ( 5 ^ = 0 , ^ = 0 o n e . (4.9)

Remark. Let us notice that the Conditions (4.9) are consistent with (4.5) and (4.8b).

Proposition 4. For any XeTΩ(Jif) and Ϋef{Ω>c)(je) we have Γ(X, Ϋ) = 0.

Proof in the Section 7.
We see that the subspace T{Ωc)(J^) belongs to a gauge distribution of the form Γ.

It is connected with the fact that the Einstein equations do not determine N, Nk by
their initial values (cf. the Sec. 3). That in turn is related to an invariance of the
Einstein equations with respect to an action of the diffeomorphism group of the
space-time M.

The main result of this section is a "diagonal" expression for the 2-form Γ
in the ADMW coordinate system:
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Theorem 1. Let X1,X2eTΩ(j4f) be represented by vector fields X1,X2 of the form
(4.4) then:

Γ(X19X2)= j (δπksδgks-δπksδgJdx1 A dx2 A dx" (4.10)( δ δ g k s δ δ

Proof in the Section 7.
The Theorem 1 shows that entities π f a are in some sense conjugate to the

spatial components of a metric tensor gμv. However we must remember that
π f a and g^ are not independent, they fulfil constraint equations (3.16b). These
four equations are an essential feature of the theory. In the next section we show
that they determine a gauge distribution of the form Γ i.e. such a maximal linear
subspace WΩC TΩ{2?) that for every Ye WΩ and XeTΩ{^\ Γ(Ϋ, X) = 0.

The Proposition 4 is a first step in that direction.

5. The Gauge Distribution and an Action of the Diffeomorphism Group

n

It is known [1,22] that the symplectic 2-form γ= £ dp^dq1 in mechanics is
ΐ = l

non-degenerate and provides an isomorphism between the tangent and the
cotangent space of the phase space &2n. This isomorphism plays an essential role
in the definition of physical quantities as functions on 0>

2n. It has been shown in
[18] that in general the 2-form Γ is degenerate. In the present section we investi-
gate the gauge distribution of Γ. As we can expect the gauge distribution of Γ is
closely related to an in variance of the Einstein equations with respect to an action
of the diffeomorphism group of the space time M. In the language of the classical
physics that diffeomorphism group action is called "a change of coordinates".

Definition. The gauge distribution

WΩ={ΫeTΩ(je):Γ(tX) = 0 for every XeTΩ{J^)} (5.1)
1

Definition. TΩ(3Ί?) is a subspace of TΩ(Jf) consisting of all vectors Y which are
represented by a vector field Y on Ω such that δN = 0, δNk = 0 on Ω and δπιj, δgtj

are arbitrary on c fulfilling only (4.8b).
1

Remark. The definition of TΩ(Jf) does not depend on a choice of an admissible
initial surface cCΩ (for such c that π(c)= {xeM:x° = const}).

The constraint Equations (4.8b) do not contain entities δN, δNk and therefore
each XETΩ(J4?) can be uniquely decomposed into X^T^Jt?) and X2^f{Ω

i.e.

TΩ(je) = TΩ(34?)@f{Ω!c)(jf) (a direct sum). (5.2')

The decomposition (5.2') together with the proposition 4 allow to consider only

vectors belonging to the subspace TΩ(J4?).
For a given space-like surface σ C M (or equivalently for an admissible initial

surface cCΩ) we define Cσ=C°°(denS2T(σ)ΘS2T*(σ)), i.e. a vector space con-
sisting of pairs (δπιj, δgtj) where δπίj is a symmetric 2-contravariant tensor density
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on σ and δgtj is a symmetric 2-covariant tensor on σ. We know that a vector X
tangent to J f at Ω determines an element XeCσ and every element (δπij, δg^e Cσ

which fulfils (4.8b) represents a vector Xe tΩ(jf).
For any Ωe ffl we define a scalar product on Cσ:

(5.3)
σ

and an operator J: Cσ^Cσ

i>ψ\ -{g)~ ll2δπ™gpigqj). (5.4)

It is easy to see that J2= — id.
The scalar product g{(TiΩ) defines a scalar product giσ>Ω) in TΩ(34?)

For XuX2eTΩ(Jtf) we have by (4.10), (5.3), and (5.4)

X2)=+g{σtΩ)(Xl9JX2). (5.6)

Remark. The definition of gi<TίΩ) and J depend on a choice of σCM. For a given

Ωe2tf [i.e. if (τύ\ gtj) satisfy (3.16b)] we have a differential operator generated by

the constraint Equations (4.8b):

AX = (g~'l2(VjδπV + δΓksπ
k% δR + g~\R- 2λ)δg- g~ιδ(πksπks-i(trπ)2)) (5.7)

where

Vaδg{)

δR= -RP«δ+V^δ ΨVφtf*

δg=ggjkδgjk.

The vector space C^ίT^ΘIR) consists of pairs U = (uj, χ), where uj is a vector
field on σ and χ is a scalar function on σ. It has a natural scalar product:

a (ίuj Ύ) (υj yVl— ((u uj l/<7 + y y I Λ J W Y 1 Λ όx1 A dx3 (*> 9)
yi{σ,Ω)\v{ •>ZΛvi 5 A)) — J viyi \/y^λλ\/y)aχ Λ ί ί Λ A α Λ \J-y)

σ

where Uj = gjsu
s.

By means of the scalar products (5.3) and (5.9) we define the adjoint operator

H ) UeC°(T(σ)®R),XeCσ. (5.10)

Integrating (5.10) by parts we have:
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where:

δπiJ= -

δgi}= -(

+ -2g-ί(πisg
skπkj-ίtϊππij)χ+

+ βιβ-2λ)χ. (5.11)

Remark. The definition of the operators A, A* depends on a choice of a state
ΩeJί? and on a choice of a space-like surface σCM.

Proposition 5. im JA* C ker A.

The proof in the Section 7.
The Proposition 5 allows us to construct vector fields on Ω, which represent

1

elements of TΩ(j4f). Indeed, every £e im JA* generates such a field.
o 1 * 1

Definition. W{Ω c) C TΩ(^) consists of such vectors Ye TΩ(Jf) which are represented
by vector fields on Ω generated by im JA* (5.12)

Proposition 6. W(Ωt c) C WΩ.

Proof. This proposition follows immediately from (5.6) and the orthogonality of

Definition. WΩ= W{Ω>c)®f{ΩfC) (a direct sum) (5.13)

Remark. WΩ does not depend on a choice of cCΏ(σCM). Combining the Propo-
sitions 4 and 6 we have:

Proposition 7. WΩCWΩ.

We cannot assert that WΩ= WΩ because we do not know whether ker^4φim,4*
is equal to the whole space Cσ. It is certainly true when σ is compact.

Proposition 8. If σCM is compact then for every Ωeffl (for which σ is space-like)

Cco(άenS2T(σ)®S2T*(σ)) = kQrA®imA* (an orthogonal sum). (5.14)

The proof of the proposition is based on the theory of differential operators
with injective symbols ([21, 4]) and is given in the Section 7. It seems that (5.14)
can be also proved in a non-compact space, but we have to impose appropriate
boundary conditions.

Corollary 1. 7/(5.14) is fulfilled then:

kerA = (kQrAnkQrAJ)®imJA* (an orthogonal sum). (5.15)

For the proof see the Section 7.

Corollary 2. WΩ=WΩ.

TΩ(^) = FΩ@WΩ (a direct sum) (5.16)
1

where FΩ is a subspace of TΩ(J^) generated by elements belonging to ker An ker AJ.
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The subspace FΩC TΩ(J4?) determines degrees of freedom for the gravitational
field (cf. the Sec. 6).

We shall explain now a connection between the gauge distribution W and an
action of the diffeomorphism group of the manifold M in the space Jf. Let Diff(M)
be the diffeomorphism group of M. This group acts on the right on the set of all
Riemannian metrics on M with a signature ( — , + , + , + )

Diff(M) x S2

LTM3(φ, g)->Rφg = φ*geS2

LT*M. (5.17)

The action (5.17) can be naturally extended on the bundle & and the multisymplec-
tic form y, defined by (2.5) is invariant with respect to this action. Therefore we can
define an action of Diff(M) in the space Jf:

Diff(M) x J^3(φ, Ω)^Rφ(Ω) = φ*Ωe3t? . (5.18)

[In local coordinates if Rμv(g) = λgμv then Rμv(φ*g) = λ(φ*g)μv.'] It is known [10]
that the Lie algebra of the group Diff (M) can be identified with the Lie algebra of
smooth vector fields on M (with the commutator as a Lie bracket). Therefore the
action (5.18) generates an action in Lie algebras:

C"(TM)Bυ-+dRid(Ω)υe TΩ(J^), (5.19)

where dRid(Ω) is the derivative of (5.18) with respect to φ at the point
(id,Ω)eDiff(M)χjf.

It turns out, that the image of the map (5.19) is equal to the subspace WΩ

defined by (5.13).

Proposition 9. imdkid(Ω) = WΩ.

For a proof see the Section 7.
If the manifold M has compact spatial sections i.e. if admissible initial surfaces

in 0> are compact then combining results of the Propositions 8 and 9 we have:

Theorem 2. For a manifold M with compact spatial sections

imdRid(Ω)=WΩ.

In this case the gauge distribution of Γ is fully determined by the action (5.18).

6. Degrees of Freedom and a Superphase Space for General Relativity

The space J f introduced in previous sections is too large for a description of the
dynamics in General Relativity. The action (5.18) devides J f into equivalency
classes. At first we shall discuss this problem locally in terms of the tangent
bundle Tpf). A complete discussion is possible if admissible initial surfaces in &
are compact. Then using Corollary 2 of Proposition 8 we conclude that only the
subspace FΩ is of a real interest. Therefore for a given admissible initial surface
cCΩ we can assign 12 quantities (δπij, δg^ where δπij is a 2-contravariant tensor
density on σ = π(c) and δg^ is a 2-covariant tensor field on σ. These quantities
fulfil 8 linear differential equations: 4 constraint Equations (4.8b) and 4 equations
obtained from (4.8b) by the transformation:

δ ( ) - l l 2 δ p q
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In this sense we say that there are 4 independent degrees of freedom for the
gravitational field.

Let us discuss briefly a global problem. We consider a 3-dimensional compact
submanifold σ of M and a subset SfEf(τ)T*M of Einstein metrics on M for which σ
is space-like. We assume also that σ determines correctly the Cauchy problem
i.e. for any g<ΞSfE^σ)T*M the natural lift of σ to ^ is an admissible initial surface.
If Θ is a sufficiently small neighbourhood of identity in Diff(M) (in a suitable
topology) we have an action :

ΘxSfEtσ)T*M3{φ9g)^Rφg = φ*gESfEtσ)T*M. (6.2)

One can divide S2

{Ei(T)T*M by the action (6.2) to obtain a superphase space for
General Relativity. If we describe gμv in terms of gij9 πίj on σ (on c) and IV, Nk on
M (on Ω) then we do not know whether the action (6.2) allows to change JV, Nk in
an arbitrary way. We know only that it is so in the infinitesimal case (Prop. 9).
Therefore it is better to define a superphase space axiomatically.

Let the Cauchy data Cd be a subset of denS2T(σ)ΘS+T*(σ) consisting of
pairs (π ι J,g i 7 ) which fulfil constraint Equations (3.16b). We define an action of
0CDiff(M):

0 x denS 2T(σ)®Si T*(σ)DΘ x Cds(φ, π, g)-+Rφ(π, g)

= ((φ-%π,φ*g)CCd. (6.3)

[It follows from geometrical considerations that the couple ((φ'1)^, φ*g)
fulfils also (3.16b).]

A superphase space can be defined as a quotient space of Cd by the action (6.3).
Recently a similar object was proposed by Fischer and Marsden [13] as a

possible choice of a superphase space for Einstein dynamics. Despite of a com-
plicated structure of such an object (cf. [12, 13]) it is interesting to investigate a
possibility of a formulation of dynamics in that space.

7. Proofs

A detailed analysis of the non-covariant Formula (2.6) shows that the transforma-
tion:

ξ = ( ( C - r ? p W / N 3 - Γ^ff" + N ' N ' / N 2 ) N - 1 + Γ ξ p N ) ] / g

ξk

together with (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.10), (3.11) give

ψ = ξdN A dx1 A dx2 A dx3 + ξkdNk A dx1 A dx2 A dx3

+ ( - Uξ'Nk+ξkNs) - ^ξNg^ + πks)dgks A dxι A dx2 A dx3

+ (terms containing dx°) (7.2)

where

ξ = Y~gN-2dkN
k; ξk= -N-2]/§gkr(drN-ΓijN). (7.3)
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The formal (non-covariant) expression (7.2) gives a covariant formula

γ = dψ = dξ A dN A dx1
 A dx2

 A dx3 + dξk
 A dNk A dx1

 A dx2
 A dx3

+ ( - (ξsdNk + Nkdξs) - \{Ndξ + ξdN)gks -\ξNdgks + dπks)

A dgks A dx1 A dx2 A dx3 + (terms containing dx°) (7.4)

Proof of the Proposition 4. We shall prove the Proposition 4 in two steps. At first,
we prove:

Lemma 1. For Ϋl9 Y2ef ( Ω f C )(Jf), Γ(Ϋl9 Ϋ2) = 0. (7.5)

Proof. Let 7 1 ? Y2 be vector fields on of the type (4.4) fulfilling conditions (4.9).
Then using (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), and (7.4) we obtain:

r ( y l J y 2 ) = f ( y 1 Λ y 2 ) j y = f ( d μ 1 - d μ 2 ) (7.6)
c c

where

μ1= % (-iγ+^N-tyUfFδNξNJdx1 Λ . . Λ . . Λdx3

7 ' ' (7.7)
μ2= £ (-iγ+ί(N-2\/έjgkrδNδNk)dx1 Λ .. Λ .. Λdx3

r— 1

are 2-forms on the manifold c(σ).
Using the boundary conditions for fields 7 1 ? Y2 we obtain (7.5)

Let TΩ(je) be defined by (5.2). We have the following:

Lemma 2. If Ϋ^t{ΩtCp^\ Ϋ2efΩ(je) then Γ(ΫuΫ2) = 0. (7.8)

Proof Let Yu Y2 be vector fields on Ω representing Ϋί9Ϋ2

 U s i n g ( 4 9 ) ' ( 5 2 ) ? (
4 5 ) '

(4.6), (7.3) and (7.4) we have:

Γ(Ϋ1,Ϋ2) = ί(Y1ΛY2)-Ly = ϊ(dη1-dη2) (7.9)
c c

where

» h = Σ (-ίy+1(N-2]/§0h NlJg"δN§gkJdxί Λ . . . A . . . Λ d x 3

•• 1 (7.io)

r = 1

are 2-forms on c(σ).
Using the boundary conditions we have (7.8)
By (5.2') we can split every XeTΩ(J/ίf) into a sum X = Xί-\-X2 where

( ) , X2eTΩ{3f). Therefore the Proposition 4 follows from Lemmas 1
and 2.

Proof of the Theorem i. It follows from (5.2r) and the proposition 4 that we

have to prove (4.10) only for Xu X2e TΩ(jf). Using (4.5), (4.6), (7.3), and (7.4) we
obtain

Γ(X1 Λ2) = \ i^δQij ~ δπ^δg.μx1 A dx2 A dx3 + j (dvx - dv2) (7.11)
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where

Λ...Λ...Λdx3

^ (7.12)

v2 = Σ ( " Vr+ \(Nkl2NyΓggsΨjδgijδgsk)dxί Λ ... Λ ... Λ dx3

r= 1

are 2-forms on c(σ). The theorem 1 follows from the boundary conditions for fields

%U X-2-

Proof of the Proposition 5. This propositions is a consequence of direct computa-
tions.

If we put (5.11) into (5.4) we obtain:

JA*(uS,χ) = (δπV9δgiJ)9

where

δπij= - ^ V ^ + π^V^- Va(πijua))

V~V Pχ - &Ψ Vkχ)

J ϋ χ . (7.13)

Using the formulas (3.16b) and

(7.14)

we obtain

AJA*(uj,χ) = 0. (7.15)

Proof of the Proposition 8. We define two differential operators

A1: C°°(den ^ 2 Γ(σ)Θ S2 Γ*(σ))-> C°°(T(σ))

j (7.16)

A2(δπί{ δgij) = δR + g~\R- 2λ)δg-g~ιδ(πksπks-i(tr π) 2). (7.17)

The operator Aγ is a first order differential operator and ̂ 2 i s a second order
differential operator [cf. (5.8)]. We have also A = A1ξ&A2. Corresponding adjoint
operators defined by means of the scalar products (5.3), (5.9) are:

Af:Cco(T(σ))^Cco(άenS2T(σ)®S2T'ί(σ))

A\: C ^ σ H C^den S2 T(σ)®S2 T*(σ))

πβJ.p°Mf- F α (π/)) (7.16')

χ, -(2/g)(πJskπkj-^trππo )

% ^ ( 7 1 7 )
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It is easy to check that the operators Af, A% have injective symbols (for definition
of the symbol see [21]). Therefore we have the orthogonal decompositions

(7.18a)

(7.18b)

Formulas (7.18) are proved in [4] for any differential operator with the injective
symbol on a compact manifold.

We are going to prove that

C™(dQnS2T(σ)®S2T^σ)) = (kerA1nkeτA2)@(imA* + imA*) (7.19)

(im A\ + im^4f is not a direct sum).
Let XeC 0 0(denS 2T(σ)φS 2T*(σ)) be orthogonal to ( k e r ^ 1 n k e r ^ 2 ) Θ

(imAf + imAf) then 3£ is orthogonal to ker^ 1 ? ker,42, im^4f5 imAξ and by
virtue of (7.18) X = 0. Therefore (ker^41nkerJ42)©(im^4f + imAf) is dense in

Cco(dQnS2T(σ)®S2T*(σ)). It remains to prove that im A\Y\mA% is the closed
subspace. We do not discuss that problem here. It will be done elsewhere1.

Proof of Corollary ί. We have from Proposition 5

(kery4nkery4J)eimX4*Cker,4. (7.20)

Let XekerA. We have decomposition of —JX

-JX=yi+y2 (7.21)

wherej^eker.A, y2eimA*. Thus

X=Jy1+Jy2 (7.22)

But Jy2£imJ;4*Cker;4 and therefore J j^ekerA Moreover J(Jyγ)= —yίekerA.

Proof of Corollary 2. The first statement follows from (5.14), Proposition 5 and
(5.6). The other is the consequence of decomposition (5.2').

Proof of Proposition 9

Lemma 3. Lei in local coordinates Ω = (xλ,gμv(xλ% Γτ

μv(xλ)) and υ = vμd/dxμ.
Then dRid(Ω)v = X, where X is represented by a vector field X on Ω:

X= Σ Kvv+VvVμ)d/dgμv+ Σ (VμVvυ
λ + Rλ

vσμv°)d/dΓλ

μv. (7.23)

Proof. If t->φt is a one parameter family of diffeomorphisms, such that φo = iά
and dφo/dt = v, then an infinitesimal change of gμv(xλ) is given by the Killing
formula [25]

Atθμv = tδgμv = tSeΌ gμv = t(Vμvv + Vvvu). (7.24)

An infinitesimal change of Γμv is given by the formula
λ λ = t^gλa(Vμδgva+Vvδgμa- Vaδgμv). (7.25)

See Note added in proof
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If we put (7.24) into (7.25) we obtain

δrλ

μv=VμVvv
λ + Rλ

vσμv°. (7.26)

Thus (7.23) is proved.
To prove the Proposition 9 we have to express (7.23) in the ADMW coordi-

nates. We are interested only in values of X on an admissible initial surface cCΩ,
which is the lift to & of a 3-dimensional space-like surface σCM. We decompose
the vector field v on into the tangent and the normal components. We obtain

v* = βn

μ + (0, ock), where nμ = {N~\- Ns/N)

is a unit normal vector to σ. Then

β = Nv°, oik=vk + v°Nk

(7 27)v° = β/N, υk = ak-(β/N)Nk.

ock form components of a vector field tangent to σ and β is a scalar function on σ.
If we put (7.27) into (7.24) we obtain:

(7.28a)

where aj = gjs(xs = gjsv
s + gjOυ° .

According to (3.10)

pq

i>>g"-giψ<<Γ'>pq)). (7.29)

Using (7.24), (7.25) and the equation (3.16a) we obtain:

δπij= -{πhjVhv} + πbiVh0Lj- Vb(πijocb))

β. (7.28b)

In a similar way we can obtain:

+ (2β/]/f) Ns(πks-±gks trπ) (7.30a)

δ N = doβ - NkVkβ + VkNak. (7.30b)

The terms gksdooc\ doβ in (7.30a), (7.30b) show that <5iVfc5 δN can be obtained
arbitrary in a neighbourhood of cCΩ. We must choose an appropriate vector
field υ on M. On the other hand {δπ^.δg^ on c are determined by (7.28b)
and (7.28a). Comparing these formulas with the definition of WΩ we see that
imdRid(Ω)=WΩ.
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Note Added in Proof

(i) Proposition 8 can be proved directly considering the properties of the operator AA*. It turns out
that this operator is elliptic in the generalized sense of Douglis-Nirenberg (cf. Agmon, S., Doughs, A.,
Nirenberg,L.: Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 17, 35—92 (1964); Hormander,L.: Linear partial differential
operators, Chapter X. Berlin-Gottingen-Heidelberg: Springer 1963; Palais, R.: Seminar on the
Atiyah-Singer index theorem, Chapter IV. Princeton 1965). Therefore the decomposition (5.14)
follows directly by the arguments given in [4]. The complete, non-trivial proof of the ellipticity of A A*
will be published in the author's paper: On geometric structure of the set of solutions of Einstein
equations (to appear in Dissertationes Mathematicae 1977).

(ii) Recently Moncrief in J. Math. Phys. 16, 1556—1560 (1975) gave the decomposition (5.15).
However, it seems to us that his proof based strictly on the results of [4] is uncomplete by arguments
presented above.

(iii) The generalization of the results of the present paper for the Einstein equations with presence
of electromagnetic field will appear in Rept. Math. Phys. The first results concerning the case of a
non-symmetric connection (the Einstein-Cartan theory) will be published soon in Bull. Poll. Acad. Sci.




